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EBIKELOCK
Electronic lock for
central control of
individual bike spaces.
It is ideal for use on our
CBR4SC bike racks within cages
and end of journey facilities.
A proximity card is issued to the
cyclist to allow access to the
parking area and / or the individual
bicycle parking space. Upon the
cyclist arriving to the area and
scanning their card, the magnetic
lock will release and gravity will
make the cable fall away from
the security rail.
The cyclist simply takes the cable
and wraps it around the bike frame
and or wheel and inserts the
magnetic striker at the end of the
cable into the lock and it engages
automatically. When the cyclists
returns, upon scanning their
proximity card, the magnetic lock
disengages releasing their bike.
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The system can be linked to the
site’s security or can stand alone
which allows property managers
to charge for the bicycle space.

CBRLOCK
Cable Lock on Racks and Rails
Perfect for casual or event parking such as cafes, restaurants, wineries
and alike. Visiting cyclists do not have to carry a lock to your location.
Once a cyclists bicycle is secured, they can relax and stay longer.
To use the cable lock, a cyclist would place the cable around their
bicycle frame and wheel and lock the bike. Once locked, the key can be
removed. When the cyclist returns, they insert the key and unlock their
bike. The key is captured in the lock for the next user.
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